


Spherical Harmonics
The Spherical Harmonics, Yl,m(q, j), are functions defined on the sphere. They are used to describe the
wave function of the electron in a hydrogen atom, oscillations of a soap bubble, etc. The spherical
harmonics describe non-symmetric solutions to problems with spherical symmetry.

The Yl,m’s are complex valued. The radius of the figure is the magnitude, and the color shows the phase, of
Yl,m(q, j). These are the numbers on the unit circle: 1 is red, i is purple, -1 is cyan (light blue), and -i is
yellow-green.

For each value of l, there are 2 l + 1 linearly independent functions Yl,m, where m = -l, -l+1, ... , l-1, l. I
have chosen a different set of 2 l + 1 functions, as you see below.
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The following figure is called “inside Y2,2”. My son, Michael, made this by holding down the “Page Up”
key until the viewpoint gets inside the surface. (He suggests that you set the figure rotating continuously,
and move the viewpoint a bit down before zooming in.)













Virtual probability current associated with the spin
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A simple derivation of the spin probability current density from the expectation value of the spin
operator is given. The properties of the spin probability current density are then examined in detail.
We show that the spin probability current is solenoidal, virtual, and gives null contribution to the
momentum of the particle. Expressions of the spin probability current density are derived for the
Gaussian wave packet and thes states of the hydrogen atom. ©2000 American Association of Physics

Teachers.

I. INTRODUCTION

The spin current is a concept not often treated in textbooks
of quantum mechanics, appearing in a very small number of
texts. In the text by Landau and Lifshitz, the spin current
density is derived, without mentioning its name, in an analy-
sis of the current density for a charged particle moving in an
external magnetic field.1 In a more recent text, Greiner intro-
duces the spin current density ad hoc, and without an ex-
ample, drawing an analogy with the magnetization current
density of classical electromagnetic theory.2

The lack of coverage is also reflected in this journal. We
again find only a couple of papers on the spin current. Parker
derived the hyperfine structure Hamiltonian for hydrogen by
evaluating the magnetic field at the nucleus due to the elec-
tron’s spin current density.3 In an attempt to obtain a con-
crete physical picture of the spin, Ohanian used the spin
current to argue that ‘‘the spin may be regarded as an angular
momentum generated by a circulating flow of energy in the
wave field of the electron.’’4 His discussion is based on the
momentum density of the Dirac field obtained from the sym-
metrized energy-momentum tensor. Though Ohanian’s pic-
ture of the spin is intuitively appealing, it unfortunately goes
beyond the level of undergraduate quantum mechanics, and
is difficult to introduce in a classroom setting.

Except for Ohanian’s paper, in all of the references previ-
ously cited, the spin current is introduced in conjunction with
a magnetic field, whether the field is external or the elec-
tron’s own. From this situation, one may acquire the impres-
sion that the spin current exists only in the context of the
magnetic properties of the electron. Such is not the case.

In this article, we offer a straightforward derivation of the
spin probability current, within the scope of nonrelativistic
quantum mechanics, without relying on the magnetic prop-
erties of the electron~Sec. II!. We then investigate the prop-
erties of the spin probability current~Sec. III!. We will show
that the spin probability current is solenoidal, virtual, and
gives null contribution to the particle’s momentum. Finally,
expressions of spin probability current densities are derived
for the Gaussian wave packet and thes states of the hydro-
gen atom, and their physical properties are examined~Sec.
IV !.

II. DERIVATION OF THE SPIN PROBABILITY
CURRENT DENSITY

For a quantum particle of massm, the expectation value of
the orbital angular momentum operatorL can be written in
the form
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wherej is the probability current density defined by
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andV0 denotes the entire space. The probability current den-
sity j satisfies the equation of continuity
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expressing the local conservation of probability. Equation~1!
expresses the orbital angular momentum of a quantum par-
ticle in terms of the circulating probability current. Equation
~1! is derived in Appendix A.

For a particle with spin\/2, we will rewrite the expecta-
tion value of the spin operator
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in the same form as the orbital probability current, as ex-
pressed in Eq.~1!. Following Ohanian, the idea is that the
spin is another form of angular momentum due to another
kind of circulating ‘‘current.’’ The nature of this current is
investigated in Sec. III. In Eq.~4!, c denotes a two-
component spinor.

To carry this out, first observe the vector identity
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and letA5r andB5c†sc in Eq. ~5!. Then we obtain
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Integrating Eq.~6! over the entire space, we have
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Gyroscopes
http://www.eng.umd.edu/HAMLET/Gyro
http://www.um.es/fem/Ejs/EjsExamples3.3/Simulations/Gryscope.html
http://www.stuleja.org/vscience/osp/contents/osp3d/gyroscope.html
http://faculty.ifmo.ru/butikov/Applets/Gyroscope.html

NMR
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations.html
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/old/downloads.htm
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/precess/precess.htm
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/eth_anim/hahnecho.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/eth_anim/puls_evol.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/animated_gifs/Fid_one_line.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/animated_gifs/Fid_two_lines.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/movies/spinecho90x180x.mov

Rabi Oscillations
http://jdhosts.net/michaud/RabiOscillations.html

Real chemistry
http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/chem-dept/hbell/simulation/hb2/ftsimstuff/simulateinfo.htm
http://vam.anest.ufl.edu/forensic/nmr.html
http://www.bruker-nmr.de/guide/eNMR/chem/NMRnuclei.html

NMR and MRI Videos
http://www.magritek.com/videos.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctwXQ5xK4PU

Just for fun
http://web.mit.edu/8.13/www/JLExperiments/Hooray.mp3
http://web.mit.edu/8.13/www/JLExperiments/Twinkle.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFIvXVMbII0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmwlzwGMMwc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIlUXHZR3ZA&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXx2VVSWDMo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wHDn8LDks8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmTXtbRR7c0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9QW0ruiCJo&feature=fvw

http://www.eng.umd.edu/HAMLET/Gyro
http://www.um.es/fem/Ejs/EjsExamples3.3/Simulations/Gryscope.html
http://www.stuleja.org/vscience/osp/contents/osp3d/gyroscope.html
http://faculty.ifmo.ru/butikov/Applets/Gyroscope.html
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations.html
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/old/downloads.htm
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/precess/precess.htm
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/eth_anim/hahnecho.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/eth_anim/puls_evol.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/animated_gifs/Fid_one_line.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/animated_gifs/Fid_two_lines.gif
http://mutuslab.cs.uwindsor.ca/schurko/nmrcourse/animations/movies/spinecho90x180x.mov
http://jdhosts.net/michaud/RabiOscillations.html
http://www.files.chem.vt.edu/chem-dept/hbell/simulation/hb2/ftsimstuff/simulateinfo.htm
http://vam.anest.ufl.edu/forensic/nmr.html
http://www.bruker-nmr.de/guide/eNMR/chem/NMRnuclei.html
http://www.magritek.com/videos.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctwXQ5xK4PU
http://web.mit.edu/8.13/www/JLExperiments/Hooray.mp3
http://web.mit.edu/8.13/www/JLExperiments/Twinkle.mp3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFIvXVMbII0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SmwlzwGMMwc&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIlUXHZR3ZA&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SXx2VVSWDMo&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8wHDn8LDks8&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmTXtbRR7c0&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9QW0ruiCJo&feature=fvw


Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

http://www.cis.rit.edu/htbooks/mri/

http://www.mritutor.org/mritutor/index.html

http://www.e-mri.org/nmr/learning-objectives.html

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_magnetic_resonance

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NMR_spectroscopy

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_resonance_imaging

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_magnetic_resonance_imaging

From nobelprize.org

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/lauterbur-interview.html

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/mansfield-interview.html

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/illpres/

http://www.chemheritage.org/exhibits/online_exhibits/lauterbur/index.html

http://nobelprize.org/educational_games/medicine/mri/index.html

http://www.cis.rit.edu/htbooks/mri/
http://www.mritutor.org/mritutor/index.html
http://www.e-mri.org/nmr/learning-objectives.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nuclear_magnetic_resonance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NMR_spectroscopy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_resonance_imaging
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Functional_magnetic_resonance_imaging
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/lauterbur-interview.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/mansfield-interview.html
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/2003/illpres/
http://www.chemheritage.org/exhibits/online_exhibits/lauterbur/index.html
http://nobelprize.org/educational_games/medicine/mri/index.html



